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What do you fuck?
August 18, 2019 | 0 upvotes | by MeansToABenz

Do you guys fuck anything worth it, anything at all, or do they have to meet a certain standard? Just
asking as I am about to fuck a 37 year old I met at a club. Don’t worry I have a rubber.
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Comments

NapoleonRed • 9 points • 18 August, 2019 09:50 AM 

Everything goes. Whales, stick insects, dwarfs, chicken nuggets, cats, dogs, sheep, goat, cow, donkey, horse.
You name it, I'm there

maljo24 • 5 points • 18 August, 2019 10:27 AM 

If you find her attractive and she wants you - go for it!

_Last_Man_Standing_ • 6 points • 18 August, 2019 11:31 AM 

I'm have high standards myself.
Sex is nothing special.
And I'm not willing to do anything just for pussy.
My standards drop a little if I'm drunk and if I don't need to put any effort in scoring.
But not by much.

ps.
Age doesn't matter if she's hot

Lefeudufou • 4 points • 18 August, 2019 09:41 AM 

They have to meet certain standards... how else can be aroused ?

RedPill-BlackLotus • 6 points • 18 August, 2019 10:18 AM* 

If I was back out there my standards would be "how bad do they want to fuck me" and that's it. I'd fuck a
pumpkin full of hot peppers if it wanted it bad enough. Both genders.

Enthusiastic sex, that's all I care about. I'll even harpoon a seadonkey and hang it on my wall if I have to.

My wife can take unlimited loads so my motivation to look for anything else is pretty much zero these days.

You fuck a woman twice a day for ages and the enthusiasm gets fucked out. Its unavoidable. You need like sock
puppets and a whole production to make it fun again.

Fuck your standards. I hope you boned her.

depressedfuckboi • 1 point • 18 August, 2019 01:01 PM 

Me personally I never met a bitch I wasn't up for hitting if I had enough booze in me.

I always made sure to have enough booze in me.
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